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ABSTRACT
This paper is integrated in our research project on fostering sustainable user
behaviour by designing meaning. It explores different types of meaning in
products and services, and their creation. For that, the results of a literature
study are integrated into an initial taxonomy of meaning and an initial
framework for creating meaning. From the taxonomy we derive four roles that
products and services can play in meaning making. Additionally we discuss how
five possible interventions in users meaning making for behavioural change can
be pursued by design on the basis of the framework. We illustrate the role of
designers in creating meaning with examples, touch on its potential for
behavioural change of users and outline further research needs.
Keywords: making meaning, creating meaning, taxonomy, framework

1 INTRODUCTION
Products influence human behaviour: their purpose is to realise a specific
process that fulfils a particular (set of) need(s). Over the last decennia, the
needs of society concerning sustainability have led to products that are
environmentally-friendly, and/or aim at environmentally-friendly user behaviour.
Unfortunately, despite the best attempts of designers, many products are not
used as intended, i.e. do not influence user behaviour as foreseen, and hence,
products aimed at sustainability do not contribute as much as they could, if at
all.
In her paper “design’s role in sustainable consumption” Thorpe (2010) draws on
sociology to put forward the idea that, in order to influence the consumption of
goods and user behaviour, design can help by creating meaning for users.
Hassenzahl et al. (2010) also focus on meaning as one of 10 “universal
psychological needs” and they emphasise that products that have meaning for
the user can lead to positive experiences.
The goal of our research is therefore to support designers exploiting the role of
meaning in products and services to foster sustainable consumer and user
behaviour. For example, a fuel-efficient hybrid vehicle can be a meaningful
purchase, if it fits the user’s worldview. By that the user may feel attached to
the car and may handle it with extra care. The vehicle can be used for selfexpression and by that be meaningful in a further way. This may influence
others’ behaviour in order to belong to a social group.
As a first step, we developed an initial Meaning-Behaviour Model based on
insights from psychology, sociology, and consumer research. Details can be
found in Waltersdorfer et al. (2015). The model shows how consumers, as
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buyers and users, “make meaning” and how this meaning influences their
behaviour. The model was used to derive five possible ways for designers to
intervene in this “meaning making” process through a process of “meaning
creation”. Meaning creation in this context involves the development of products
and services in such a way that the intended meaning is correctly understood by
the consumer and users and a lasting change of their behaviour is encouraged.
The processes of meaning creating and making are based on Kazmierczak’s
(2003) distinction between intended, constructed, received and reconstructed
meanings. When the two processes are aligned, the four meanings should be
very similar, if not the same.
In this paper we focus on two underexplored areas: the types of meaning
resulting from the user’s meaning making process; and the product properties
and characteristics that can be used by designers to create meaning. Here, we
prefer the term user over consumer to emphasise the interaction between
product and user for meaning making.
Based on our current understanding of the meaning making process, we propose
an initial taxonomy of meanings in products and services (Section 2). This
taxonomy is part of a proposed initial framework for creating meaning that links
the five identified design interventions to features of products and services
(Section 3). The taxonomy and framework integrate several research areas,
including semiotics, design semiotics and product semantics, as well as product
and service design. In our view, design semantics and design semiotics provide
useful complementary rather than contradictory perspectives, despite the
ongoing dispute between scholars of these areas, such as Krippendorff (2006)
and Vihma (2007).
Finally, in Section 4 our contribution, the limitations and implications of the
taxonomy and framework are discussed.
2 MEANINGS OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
Before introducing our taxonomy of meaning, we define key terms in the field of
meaning and discuss existing approaches to classify meaning.
2.1

DEFINITIONS

Meaning can be defined as “a mental representation of possible relationships
among things […]” (Park 2010 referring to Baumeister 1991). These
relationships can be found in other notions of meaning, such as: implications,
relating something to objective facts (Anderson 1933); symbolic association
(Crilly et al. 2004), connecting things mentally; significance, relating to the
worth of an event for one's life; and comprehensibility, relating to one's view of
the world (Davis et al. 1998). Meaning is “often multidimensional, subtle,
concealed, multisensory, dynamic, and contingent on sociocultural and personal
contexts” (Mick et al. 2004).
According to Anderson (1933), an “inequality of interest” exists between two
entities that are related through meaning. The less interesting entity is the
symbol; the more interesting entity being symbolised. For example a ring on a
person’s left hand is a symbol for being married: the marriage is more important
than the ring and the hand. This “inequality of interest” creates a tension, which
differentiates meaning from context (Anderson 1933).
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“Context is the frame of mind invoked to characterise an entity” (Shahare &
Gurumoorthy 2007). In some simple models of communication, context is only
used to explain misunderstanding or ambiguity (Doyle 2007). But, as Doyle
further argues, there are no context-free meanings, because of “human
presence as an integral part of the context”.
Signs can contribute to investigating meanings. A sign is “something which
stands to somebody for something in some respect or capacity” (Sowa 2000
citing Peirce). Semiotics, the study of signs, can be divided into: “syntax”, the
study of relations between signs; “semantics”, the study of the relations
between signs and objects; and “pragmatics”, the study of relations between
signs and sign-using agents (Sowa 2000).
Meaning making can be understood as decoding signs and described as a twostep process: denotation (determining the definitional meaning) and connotation
(determining the “cultural, ideological, and personal implications”) or
identification and interpretation (Puntoni et al. 2010). This process uses
schemata, i.e. “relationships between implicit and explicit propositions that are
abstracted from our experiences” (Proulx & Inzlicht 2012), and can require both
cognitive and emotional processing of information (Park 2010). According to
Proulx & Inzlicht (2012) meaning answers “what is going on” and “why it should
be so”, and can therefore provide understanding and purpose of an experience.
In summary, meaning involves relationships between things, is contextdependent, and can be investigated through studying signs, which also helps to
explain meaning making. In the following section, we discuss how different
meanings in products and services can be classified.
2.2

EXISTING CLASSIFICATIONS OF MEANINGS IN PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

Consumer research has a long tradition of investigating product meaning. Allen
& Ng (1999) distinguish between utilitarian, or functional (Ligas 2000), and
symbolic meanings. Utilitarian meanings “are those aspects of the product
that allow users to control their environment and focus on the product in-use”.
In contrast, symbolic meaning “is a potent vehicle for self-expression”, as it
“refers to the personal and social characteristics of the product user”.
Fournier (1991) proposes a “meaning-based framework of consumer-object
relations” in which she uses a similar distinction as Allen & Ng when describing
the basis of meaning as either objective, tangible, and verifiable through senses,
or subjective, dependent on associations and interpreted through experiences.
She complements this distinction of tangibility by the dimensions of
“commonality” (shared or individualised character of meaning), and
“emotionality” (the intensity of emotional response). Friedmann & Lessig (1986)
add the dimensions “salience” and “context”. “Salience is a measure of the
relative importance of components”. As one of few, the authors acknowledge the
role of context in meaning making, and distinguish between three context
variables: individual, social and situational.
Design literature also shows a diversity of product meaning classifications.
Battarbee & Mattelmäki (2002) propose three categories of meaningful products:
“meaningful tool” as a facilitator to satisfy needs but also to express oneself;
“meaningful association” referring to something outside the product, such as
identity, style, taste, kink to memory, emotion, story; and “living object”,
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specified by an emotional bond, which makes the product a companion with
personality, soul and character.
Krippendorff’s (1989; 2006) four “theories of meaning” describe product
meaning in different contexts: in operation (during use), in language (becoming
part of communication), in the life cycle of things (moving from one phase of the
life cycle to another), and in the ecology of things (interacting and forming
species of things).
Mick et al. (2004) reviewed literature on semiotics in consumer research and
product design. They conclude that current design research occasionally remains
in “cryptic descriptions and applications of new conceptual terms for describing
the nature of signs” as well as in the development of lexicographic and
taxonomic knowledge, and that knowledge about “product design beyond
functionality, including meaning and its consumer implications” is lacking.
Overall, many classifications of product meanings exist. Some only distinguish
few types of meaning, but provide details of their characteristics; others take a
broader view, but remain abstract. Interestingly, only few include the meaning
of services. Our aim is to develop a new taxonomy of meaning, covering
products and services, by integrating several scholars.
2.3 TAXONOMY OF MEANINGS

For developing the taxonomy, we start from a general model, which links several
key terms. We call the model “meaning space” (see Figure 1). This space is
explored to build our taxonomy of meaning, using semiotics as a theoretical
basis.

Figure 1: Meaning space
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The core of this meaning space is Sowa’s (2000) “meaning triangle”, which
originated from Peirce, relating the entities signs and objects through concepts.
Following Peirce, Sowa distinguishes three types of signs – icons, indices, and
symbols – which differ in their relation to the object. Icons have “some
structural similarity” to the objects they stand for, indices are causally related to
their objects, and symbols are related to objects through conventions, i.e. this
relation has to be learnt.
Although related, Sowa (2000) emphasises that signs and objects cannot be
linked directly. Instead, signs evoke concepts in the mind of the agent, which in
turn refer to objects. Concepts can be defined as tools for persons “to
categorize and draw inferences about objects in the world” (Weiskopf 2008).
They contribute to meaning by allowing inferences on possible relationships, and
can therefore be considered as mediators between signs and objects (Sowa
2000). The concept considers some respects of the sign and of the object and
the relevant schemata of the agent for meaning making in a given situation
(Section 2.1). Other than the first step of meaning making (denotation), the
second step, connotation, depends on the particular situation. The situation is
the relevant part of a larger context and includes the “immediate circumstances”
of meaning making. This specification of context follows the distinction of
“proximal” and “distal context” by Puntoni et al. (2010).
Considering the whole meaning space, products can play four different roles in
meaning making: as object, sign, part of a concept, or part of a situation. For
example, a car (sign) may evoke symbolic meaning through the concept of
ownership, which refers to the user (object). Achieving a user’s goal of mounting
(sign) a hook on a wall with a screw (situation) may evoke the concept of
function, which refers to the product screw driver (object). Through the concept
the object implies being useful. Following Anderson (1933), in the first example
the user (the symbolised) is more interesting than the product (the sign). In the
second example it is the opposite: the product is of more interest than the user.
The product can also be part of the concept as mediator. For instance, the “Arc
de Triomphe de l'Étoile” in Paris implies the honours (meaning) of fallen soldiers
(object) in the Revolutionary and Napoleonic wars (sign), by representing a
concept, which in turn can be described as a meaning triangle: in the Roman
Empire, arches (sign) symbolised triumph (object), through proving construction
skills (concept). In its fourth role, products are part of a situation and facilitate
meaning making. For example, the event of watching (indexed sign) a movie
(object) with a projector instead on a screen (situation) may evoke increased
sensation (concept) and therefore the event may be significant.
We assume that services can play the same four roles in meaning making as
products. For example, the service car sharing (sign) may evoke the concept of
permanent available mobility to its user (object), who therefore infers being
empowered by that service. Similar to products, the function (concept) of a
service (object) can be evoked by the service’s ability to fulfil a specific task
(sign) and therefore the function may imply usefulness.
Our recent literature review (Waltersdorfer et al. 2015) showed that meaning
can be the relationship among a variety of entities. Based on the meaning
triangle, those entities can be either signs or objects. We group these entities
into four categories: “what” (the product or service, or a part or quality of
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them, other things such as ideas, events, or experiences, and anything beyond
those); “who” (the user and his/her selves, other people such as stakeholders,
and anything beyond); “when” (the past, present, future); and “where”
(spaces, places).
These relationships among categories result in the taxonomy of meaning as
shown in Table 1. Each cell of the table indicates the possible meaning(s) as
relation(s) of a sign (row) to an object (column), mediated through concept(s).
We exemplarily filled some cells with the examples from above and additional
ones.
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Table 1: Taxonomy of meaning
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People may reconstruct several meanings of a product or service, based on
different situations, but may find one meaning more significant than other
meanings.
In the taxonomy of meaning, the four roles of products and services can be
identified: as sign or object, resulting in meaningful products or services (first
row and column in Table 1), and as part of a concept or situation, acting as a
mediator or facilitator of meaning (light area). Products and services can also
relate to (parts of) themselves (dark cell in Table 1). The roles of products and
services and the categories (“what”, “who”, “when”, and “where”) should help
the designers in understanding which relations users can build during meaning
making. Through the taxonomy we can distinguish two types of symbolic
meanings: in its narrow sense products and services with symbolic meaning only
act as representation to other people (see Section 2.2); in the broad sense,
symbolic meaning encompasses all meanings that involve symbols as one of
three types of sign.
In order to investigate the creation of meaning, a closer look on the meaning
space is needed. We know from the definition of signs that they stand for
something in some respect (Section 2.1). This “respect” is elaborated to
highlight the link between sign and concept, which allows inferences about the
object. Thus, this quest for “respect” leads to the syntax of signs, also known in
semiotics as their qualities (Vihma 2009). In engineering, these qualities are
called properties and characteristics. Characteristics are product or service
attributes designers can directly determine, e.g. material and dimensions.
Properties are attributes that follow from the characteristics, given a particular
context. Examples are weight, and performance (Andreasen 1994). These
qualities help us in describing the link between signs and concepts. Moreover
these qualities should help in specifying the five interventions for fostering
behavioural change through meaning as derived from our initial MeaningBehaviour Model (Waltersdorfer et al. 2015). The elaboration of these qualities
will be addressed in the next section.
3 CREATING MEANING BY DESIGN
It is in the power of the user to reconstruct the intended meaning of the
designed system (Vyas & van der Veer 2006). Therefore it is key to anticipate
the reconstructed meaning when creating meaning by design, taking into
accounts the contexts and the users.
In this section we discuss existing approaches to designing meaning. They do
not necessarily describe a design process, but focus on what needs to be
addressed by designers and what they can influence.
Marketing and branding also play an important role in creating meaning (Mick et
al. 2004). These areas fall outside the scope of this research paper, since we
explore the levers of designers for creating meaning.
3.1 EXISTING APPROACHES FOR CREATING MEANING BY DESIGN

In the field of product semantics, Krippendorff & Butter (2007) reject ontologies
for the conceptualisation of meaning by design. They stay on a general level
when they develop support (e.g. proposing the use of metaphors, or reframing)
for practitioners. This limits the practical contribution of their research. Even
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though Krippendorff (2006) highlights the link between meaning and action
several times, it remains unclear how meaning can influence behaviour and
where designers should start.
Helfenstein (2012) describes variables influencing product meaning: qualities of
products and services, such as features and utility, image, look, scarcity; the
context and purpose of use (for example, task setting and degrees of freedom);
and the characteristics of individuals involved, which subsume gender, age,
personality, self-concept, needs, beliefs, values, and memories. Helfenstein’s
specification of product meaning is close to our meaning space, but is used for
investigating consumer choices, rather than the creation of product meaning by
design.
Applying semiotics to design, major contributions come from Vihma (1995),
cited by Mick et al. (2004). She explores the qualities (properties and
characteristics) of the three different types of signs (icon, index, and symbol)
and relates them to potential meanings. For instance, iconic qualities can
encompass colour, materials and analogy and may for example be used to evoke
a mental representation of white for clean products, or glassy look for fragility.
Indexical qualities can include sounds and lights signals, which can for example
indicate the status of a product. Examples for symbolic qualities are logos and
other graphics. Vihma further argues that product designs are a combination of
signs of different types, which may evoke several meanings. Vihma’s research
highlights that product qualities may serve as an entity for creating meaning and
that the different types of signs help to structure them.
Schifferstein & Zwartkruis-Pelgrim (2008) propose four categories of possible
determinants of product attachment / product meaning: “enjoyment, individual
autonomy, group affiliation, life version”. Desmet & Hekkert (2007) discuss
meaning as one part of product experience. Referring to Savas (2003), they
specify that profound meaning can be achieved by evoking feelings, such as for
confidence, independence, relaxation, achievement, security, friendship, and
control. Both references provide suggestions for designers on how they can
achieve product attachment.
According to Mick et al. (2004), there is only little knowledge on the effects of
design choices on users’ meanings, such as status, ecology (e.g. morals, fears),
and memory. They add that further semiotic research is required to address the
growing designers’ responsibilities of “reconstituting sign-concept relations and
consumer’s identities”.
In summary, abstract suggestions for creating meaning in products and services
exist. Meanings are rarely boiled down to product attributes, not to mention
services.
3.2 A FRAMEWORK FOR CREATING MEANING BY DESIGN

In the following we discuss an initial framework for creating meaning (Table
2). This framework only focuses on the role of products and services as signs
(see Table 1), since signs have a high influence on meaning through their
qualities. Similar frameworks need to be developed for exploring the creation of
meaning through products and services as objects or as part of concepts and
situations.
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Table 2: Exemplary Framework for creating meaning by designing products and services as signs
(Legend: I: New experience, II: appraised meaning, III: global meaning, IV: discrepancy, V: reviewing)
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For developing the initial framework, we start from the taxonomy of meaning.
Since we focus on products and services as signs, only the first row (called
“meaningful product or service”) of our taxonomy (Table 1) applies. We leave
out the situations, as the part of context for meaning making, since we aim at
outlining the basic structure instead of a complete framework. Further, we only
fill the framework exemplarily. For better readability we change the order of
concept, object and meaning, since concepts are central for our framework. The
concepts link the results of meaning making (described in the taxonomy) with
meaning creation, since concepts draw upon properties and characteristics
(qualities) of signs, which the designers can influence. Therefore designers can
only aim at a concept through these qualities of signs. It depends on the user, if
the sign evokes the same concept in his/her mind.
The framework starts with examples of products and services that act as signs in
the meaning space. They are followed by objects, to which they relate. Those
objects are categorised by “what”, “who”, “when”, and “where” as discussed in
Section 2.3. Further the concepts determine the relation between signs and
objects, by drawing upon properties and characteristics of signs, and implying
meanings that relate to objects.
Following Allen et al. (2002), we divide properties into tangible and intangible
properties. For characteristics we merge Tan’s (2010) and Matzen’s (2009)
perspectives on product-service systems (PSS), since their conceptualisations of
these systems can also describe pure products and services. Their perspectives
on product-service systems include three domains: “product life phase system”
are “all the technical systems surrounding the product and actor that enable the
activity to happen” (Tan 2010); “activity system” includes both user and
company activities; and “actor network” as humans “actively engaged in the
business between a company and a customer” (Tan 2010).
For example, designers intend to evoke the concept of care by creating a service
of maintenance (sign). The service should extend the use phase of the
maintained product and imply sustainability. Therefore the designers can
characterise the “activity system” of a service, such as defining processes and
the frequency of service delivery. The user may identify the service as a sign for
extending the use phase of the maintained product through forming the concept
of care in his/her mind, e.g. instead of perceiving it as an extra burden, based
on the characteristics and derived properties of the service.
In summary, within the framework of products and services as signs, the
reconstruction of the designers’ intended meaning by the users depends on
several things: the abilities of the designers to anticipate and address those
qualities of signs that evoke the “right” concept, which refers to the object and
the intended relationship. The “right” concept is the one from which users can
infer the intended meaning easiest with regard to their predispositions and a
given situation. Therefore, designers additionally need to take the users
predispositions into account and also consider the situation.
Finally, the five interventions for behavioural change through meaning, as
developed in Waltersdorfer et al. (2015) can be discussed through the
framework. The interventions include: I: creating a new experience; II:
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targeting new appraised meaning; III: addressing global meaning1; IV:
intentionally causing a discrepancy between appraised and global meaning; and
V: reviewing past experiences. All interventions address meaning making in
some way, which in turn influences behaviour through intrinsic motivation or
forming an adaptive attitude.
With regard to the framework of products and services as signs, new
experiences (I) may be the concepts that refer to novelties such as technological
progress (object). Appraised meaning (II) may be addressed, when sign and
object are related through factual concepts, such as return on investment. The
intervention on the level of global meaning (III) may address the self-concept of
the user or schemata that are strongly tied to a person’s belief system, such as
religious symbols. Provoking discrepancies (IV) in meaning making may
deliberately question any kind of conventions, which determine socially shared
symbols, such as culture or means of self-expression. The intervention of
reviewing (V) emphasises the time dimension of experiences and therefore can
address meanings that provide mental relationships to the past.
For example, in order to improve the waste management in institutions in terms
of sustainability, designers may: change the locations of the waste baskets to
provide a new experience (I); introduce compostable materials (signs) that refer
to technical progress (object) (II); target the users’ global meanings so that
users consider themselves as environmental conscious persons (III); provoke by
disturbing conventions, such as colour codes, for separating waste streams (IV);
or engage the cleaning staff in reflecting with others on waste management
processes (V).
4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this paper we developed an initial taxonomy of meanings, which is integrated
into an initial framework for creating meaning by designers by combining
literature from different areas. In order to create meaning, designers may start
from anticipating the reconstruction of meaning by users. Therefore the
framework may be used to explain both processes: meaning creating and
making.
Through the taxonomy we discussed four different roles for products and
services in meaning making (as sign, as object, or part of concept or situation).
By that we expand the widely used notions of utilitarian and symbolic meaning
of products and services (if they are signs or objects), since they can also act as
mediators and facilitators in meaning making (as part of the concept or
situation). For designers the taxonomy can also be a tool for analysing
competitors.
The meaning creation framework highlights the importance of concepts that are
shared by users and designers. The framework may look differently from
designer to designer, but nevertheless can help to structure meaning and
provide a basis for discussion when creating meaning. By elaborating the other
frameworks of products and services as objects, and part of concepts and

1

Appraised meaning is the result of denotation (1st step of meaning making, see Section

2.1). Global meaning refers to the belief system, values and goals of the meaning making
agent.
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situations (only the framework of product as a sign is discussed), we envision
providing designers more guidance in creating meaning. This in turn, will
probably allow designers to target and evoke the intended meaning effectively
and intervene in the user’s meaning making to foster behavioural change.
Additionally we picture that the taxonomy and framework can help designers in
aiming for a positive connotation of sustainability of their products and services,
maximising the acceptance of required behavioural change, and making the
sustainable behaviour stick through building close relations to the user’s self or
to social groups.
The taxonomy and framework can be considered when conducting studies on
meaningfulness of products and services. We also assume that by exploring the
meanings of services in research, we can provide designers an additional lever in
fostering behavioural change. Both results can help in describing the cultural
transition of products and services, how their roles change and even may predict
their future roles.
Further research is needed to validate the initial meaning behaviour model, the
taxonomy and the framework through empirical studies. Once validated, the
taxonomy and the framework may help in focussing on a particular meaning,
intervention and situation for meaning making, in order to develop tailored
support for designers to create meaning, which is reconstructed accordingly.
Moreover, further research is needed on the interaction between people, such as
customers and users, users and third persons or designers and marketers. This
can give rise to the detection of shared symbols and concepts for creating and
making meaning.
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